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Introduction to DLP – protecting data with Safetica 
This DLP guide will give you an overview of how you can protect your data with Safetica. 

The guide is split into four parts: Exercises, DLP guide, Channel Control and Advanced DLP.  

Exercises will let you see how Safetica protects the files without having to understand individual 

settings. Just follow the steps in each exercise to configure Safetica for the given scenario. DLP guide 

explains the workflow of setting up DLP and goes through the main options for each option. Channel 

Control shows how to get your environment protected in just a few clicks. Finally, Advanced DLP 

expands on the previous sections with additional settings, giving you all the tools you need to 

configure Safetica for virtually any environment and workflow. But first… 

How does Safetica protect data? 

In order to be able to protect confidential data and set the rules how to work with them, 

Safetica either tags the files that need to be protected or scan the files on a regular basis (there is 

also possibility to do that on demand). You have multiple options how to choose which files will be 

tagged as sensitive, based on: 

 Application Rules 

 Web Rules 

 Path Rules 

 Tag distribution Rules 

 File content Rules 

 Tag removal Rules 

 Process Rules 

Once you have the files tagged, you can apply the following restrictions to them: 

Area access: 

 Local drives and folders (where can you save the file?) 

 External devices (what devices can you copy the file to?) 

 Printers (can you print it?) 

 Network (can you upload it?) 

 Email (can you mail it?) 

 Encrypted drives (can you copy the file to an encrypted device?) 

 Cloud drives (can you upload it to a cloud drive?) 

 Remote transfer (can you transfer it via RDP?) 

Operations: 

 Screenshots 

 Clipboard 

 Burning 

 Virtual printing 

The combination of a tagging rule and a restriction put together a DLP rule that effectively defines 

the way you can and cannot work with specific files, based on their location, origin and other 

attributes. 

With the scanning, it is a little bit different. In Safetica, you have an option to define what you deem 

as a company’s sensitive data, e.g. Credit card numbers, social security numbers, or anything that 
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contains a certain keyword. There are a lot of possibilities and classifications that you can tweak and 

adjust. And based on these settings, safetica scans for the incidents related to the aforementioned 

data and then, following the rules that you have chosen, reacts appropriately. More about this topic 

here: Exercise: Use-cases for most common scenarios 

Protecting data from a specific application 
Scenario: A company needs to protect their know-how and business data created in MS Office 

applications and they need to have control over these documents. Therefore, copying to external 

devices is denied, with the exception of specific flash drives approved by the company. 

Follow these steps to configure this scenario: 

1) Open Safetica - DLP - DLP rules - Security policies. 

2) Choose - New Security Policy 

3) Choose - Policy type – Application policy. 

4) Fill in the name of the policy (e.g. Sensitive files), add description, and then click Next. 

5) Choose the following settings: 

a. Set External devices to Zone 

b. Create new zone or choose existing one, which will contain the company’s flash 

drives 

c. Set this zone to Allow. 

d. Set all other options to Denied. 

e. Click Finish. 

6) In Security policies, click Finish. 

7) In DLP -> DLP rules, click New rule. 

8) Choose application category from the list on the left – Office suite; click Next. 

9) Click Select Security policy (“Sensitive files” in our case). 

10) Choose the mode – Testing, Informative or Restrictive. 

11) Click Save. 

More details about each of these steps and settings is available in the following chapters. 

Preventing data loss via external devices 

A Company has experienced a data leak. They now want to deny all external devices (USB flash drives 

…) except several devices that are encrypted. CD/DVD burning shall be denied, but employees must 

be able to read CDs. Employees can charge their phones, but copying files to a phone is not allowed 

either. 

1) Open Safetica - DLP - Device control. 

2) At the top of the page, move the slider to Enabled. 

3) In the section Advanced settings, where you will see the port settings. Set them as follows: 

a. USB – Deny (we will set specific flash drives later) 

b. Windows Portable Devices – Read only (phones, cameras, …) – Charging is possible, 

but no data can be copied 

c. CD/DVD – Read only (no burning) 

d. Other ports – Deny 

4) In the section Devices settings click the button Add devices or edit zones. 

a. Choose tab Unassigned items. 

b. Select devices which should be allowed in the Company and drag&drop them to the 

zone Allowed (or create a new one). 

c. Finish editing zones with the Finish button. 
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5) For the zone Allowed, set the slider to Allow. 

6) Set other zones to Deny. 

Only devices added to the zone Allowed will be able to connect to computers. Any new device (in the 

zone Not in zone/Not set) will behave based on the port settings. 

Detailed settings of Device control are described in chapter Device control settings. 

Preventing data loss in just a few clicks using Channel control feature 

A Company wants to adhere to the latest legislation in European Union that tackles the handling of 

personal data, i.e. GDPR. They are afraid that their employees are going to share (whether by 

accident or with malicious intent) files with sensitive data about the company’s customers via let’s 

say Instant messaging, e.g. Skype, Facebook Messenger, and so on. Therefore the Company decided 

to create a rule, which would ensure, that the aforementioned situation cannot happen. 

1. Open Safetica – DLP – Device control. 

2. At the top of the page, move the slider to Enabled. 

3. In the section Instant messaging control, where you can see two categories, for which you 

can set the rule to deny: 

a. Instant messaging file transfer 

b. Sensitive data 

4. After that, is set, it’s time to specify, what the company counts as sensitive. 

a. Scroll up in channel control section till you see the Global Company Settings, 

there is the button “Define sensitive data company-wide, where you can select from 

a multitude of predefined sensitive data categories, or you can create your own 

settings. 

5. Now you are protecting the Company. 

DLP Guide: Analyzing and tagging of existing files 
Prior to securing data, it is crucial to scan the computers and find the existing data you want to 

protect.  

Create data categories 
In the Data categories view you can create any number of data categories. Data categories are 

practically a label used for the tagged files. DLP rules and restrictions are then assigned to the 

categories. This helps to keep your DLP rules organized. 

You can access the management of categories from two basic locations, where you use the filtering 

rules: 

 DLP -> File tagging -> Manage data 

categories 

 DLP -> DLP rules -> data category 

 

The left section of the view shows the list of data categories. After selecting the categories on the list, 

the name and description of the data category will be displayed on the right. 

If you wish to create a new data category, click New data category. Enter a name and description 

and by clicking OK the category will be added to the list shown on the left.  
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You can edit the name and description of an existing data category by clicking the Edit button in the 

list with each data category. 

Creating a standard tagging task 

Tagging the files makes it possible for Safetica to protect them. 

 

1) Open Safetica - DLP – File tagging – Settings mode  

2) In Basic information select existing or create new Data category (create data category is 

possible in the Manage data categories) 

3) In the section Application Rules (etc. another rules) click to add button 

4) In the section Creating filtering rule – Basic information 

a. Fill rule name and description 

b. Select object for the rule 

c. Choose rule mode Tagging or Testing (Testing files will not get the tag, but the logs 

for analyze are created) 

d. Click to Next button 

5) In the section Creating filtering rule – Rule settings 

a. Click to Add application and select application Categories 

b. Click to Add extension and Select File type categories  

6) Click Finish 

One Data category can have more combination rules.  

Creating a File content rule tagging task  

File content tagging task specifies a rule which tags files based on its content. This tagging task scans 

files and looks for predefined dictionaries or a custom keyword. 

1) Follow 4 steps as for Creating a standard tagging task 

2) In the section Creating filtering rule – Rule settings 

a. Click Add paths and select folder or network path 

b. Click Add extension and Select File type categories  

c. Choose a dictionary, which you want to use for tagging, or a specific Keyword which 

you want to search within files. You can have specific Keywords or Regular 

expression. 

3) Click Finish 
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Analyze tagging task 

Once the task is launched, you can see the results in the Visualization mode. You can select specific 

tagging task and see the results only from this task.  

 

See more details in Help -> Console -> DLP -> File tagging. 

DLP Guide: Configuring DLP policies  
Safetica uses DLP policies to protect tagged files (see previous chapter on how to tag your sensitive 

files), and also to secure any new files created by some application, downloaded from an internal 

system, etc. 

There are two types of DLP Policies – Application and Data policy: 

 Application policy protects files created in the application – e.g. all files created in Excel or 

Autocad. 
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 Data policy protects files on your hard drive – e.g. existing DWX and XLS files. 

 

Types of DLP policies 

There are three levels of DLP policies mode which can be configured to match the expected behavior: 

Restrictive - the security policy will be applied exactly according to its settings. The user will be able 

to access only allowed areas and any deny operations will be blocked. 

Informative - the security policy will not be applied, but a warning dialogue will be shown. This mode 

is used for testing and user education. 

Testing – all blocked or restricted operations are logged, but there is no notification for the user and 

the operations are not blocked. This is used for data flow analysis and for initial testing of restrictive 

DLP rules. 

 

Create security policy  

Security policies are rules through which data is protected. You can apply a policy either to data 

(tagged files), or to an application. 

These Security policies are assigned to either Data category (Data policy) or Application category 

(Application policy).  
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To create a Security policy: 

1) Open Safetica - DLP - DLP rules - Security policies – New security policy 

2) Select Data Policy or Application policy:  

a. Data Policy - using data policy, you can determine what can be done with the data 

(files). Where the data can be stored, where it can be moved and what applications 

will have access to the data. 

b. Application Policy - using the application policy, you can specify to which location 

applications will have access and how 

they can work with the data. 

3) Write Name and Description of the policy 

4) Click Next. 

5) Configure the Security settings for the policy. 

  

Please, see the Help -> Console -> DLP -> DLP rules -> Security policies -> Security Settings – Data 

Policy for detailed information about all the options you can set here in this view. 

 Configure the DLP rules 

The Security policies that you have created can be assigned to Data or Application categories.  

Click New rule and follow these steps: 
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1) Open Safetica – DLP - DLP rules 

2) Choose Data or Application category from the list that you want to restrict. If no category 

fits, create a new one (see Create data category section above). Click Next. 

3) Select the Security policy that you want to apply for the chosen category. If no policy fits, 

create a new one (See Create security policy section above). 

4) Select mode how the DLP policy should be applied (Restrictive – Informative - Testing). 

5) Click Finish to add DLP rule to the list and click  to save and apply DLP rule to selected 

groups, users or PCs. 

 

DLP protocol 

In the DLP protocol you can see record of all file operation with tagged file by Safetica.  

Open Safetica – DLP – DLP Protocol – View mode. In the top half of the view is for charts, in the 

bottom half you can see detailed record.  
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DLP Tips: Configuring the environment 

User groups 
To create an effective DLP policy, it is needed to set the right structure of computers and users in 

your company network. Different settings (monitoring, restrictions …) can be applied to different 

users (computers) or groups of users depending on their role or needs in the company. 

There are two built-in groups that cannot be deleted: Unknown and Active Directory.  

Unknown - once a new client is connected, the newly connected users and computers are allocated 

into this group. You can copy and paste/move these users and computers from the Unknown group 

to the groups you have created by yourself. If you delete a user or computer from your own groups, 

they will move back to the Unknown group. The same applies to the users and computers from a 

group which has been deleted in the user tree. Delete the users or computers from the Unknown 

group to erase them completely.  

Active Directory – this is used for Active Directory synchronization to server. You can select the 

Active Directory tree in the Server settings and, after confirmation, users and computers will be 

loaded into the AD group. If the computers already exist in Unknown category, they will move to AD 

group. If they already exist in different group, they will be in both – AD tree and original group. This 

group is read-only, so you cannot create new users and computers here not delete existing ones, but 

you can copy them into your custom groups. The AD group is only used as a connection between the 

Active Directory tree and the user tree in console. 

 

More detailed description of User tree and its settings you can find in Help -> Console -> Interface 

description -> User tree 
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Web and application categories 

Settings of Categories are available in Maintenance -> Categories. Safetica can monitor or restrict 

specific web sites, applications or file types. Therefore, there are three databases with the most 

known Application, Web and File type categories that you can use in DLP rules. Each category has its 

own tab. You can customize every category based on your company needs. Items which are not 

categorized yet are listed in the Unknown category. Another possibility to categorize Websites and 

Applications is in Auditor. On respective view – you will see uncategorized items, choose Web 

Categorization (Applications Categorization) layout, click on the Unknown category and choose the 

correct one. 

 

 

DLP Zones 

All settings regarding Zones is available in DLP -> Zones. 

Zones can be used for creating named sets of external devices, printers, IP addresses, network paths 

and e-mail addresses which we can link to as separate entities. You can then use them in Security 

Policies, DLP rules and Device Control. Zones can be arranged in a tree structure.  

In the first tab Zone content, there are two basic categories – Allowed and Denied. You can create any 

other category based on your needs (departments, offices, groups of users, etc.) and structure it by 

setting a parent zone. 
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Any new device that has been found on workstations with Safetica client will be shown in the second 

tab – Unassigned items. You can assign devices to prepared categories, or create a new category. 

Mark the field (zone) you want the device assign to and then add selected device by clicking on Add, 

or simply drag and drop the item to the middle field. 

 

You can add (Add zone) two types of items – External device and Network. Details about each item 

and its settings can be found in Help. Here in Zones, you will set only the structure of Zones and 

items, which belong to each zone. Any device connected to computer with Safetica client will show 

up automatically and you can simply add them to the Zone of your choice. The rules that will apply to 

each zone can be set in DLP Rules, Security policies or Device control. 
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Channel Control Feature 
With the help of Safetica Channel control you are in charge of your company’s data travel. 

Unlike other options and features specified in this document, setting up the Channel control features 

is relatively easy and very fast. You can quickly set up monitoring or restrictions of various data flow 

in mere seconds. Also Channel control has full content detection integrated directly into its functions. 

It uses the state of the art “Jaro-Winkler” algorithm to do that. 

All of the actions, that are affected by Channel control settings are automatically logged in the 

existing DLP protocol.  

Enabling the Channel Control 

To enable the Channel control, there are two important steps: 

1) From User tree, choose the group to which you want the settings to be applied to. 

2) Choose Enable, Disable or Inherit on selected group/user. If you choose Inherit, the settings 

will be the same as for the parent group. 

 

Features of Channel Control 
There are six subsections in the Channel Control tab. First one is the Basic Information subsection, 

which provides you with a basic overview of Channel Control purpose and features. 

The other five are specified in the headings below: 

Global company settings 

There are two subsections in the global company settings: 

 Safe Zone 

 

 - The highlighted button is a shortcut to a previously mentioned Safe Zone setting in a 

specific part of this Guide: DLP Zones 

 Sensitive Data 

This is the section, where you can specify, what qualifies as sensitive data, company-

wide.  To perfom that specification, click on the button highlighted on the picture below. 

 

There are 3 sections and one subsection in a box that can be opened via the button 

specified above. These sections are: 
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 Predefined Content 

In this section you can select, which of the predefined categories you want to use. Also, 

this section has a subsection called Detection threshold, which specifies, how many 

findings of a specific content, e.g. IBAN’s, Credit card numbers, etc.,  are necessary in 

order for channel control to step in and perform a desired action (varies based on your 

custom settings). This rule is cumulative. For the reference, see the picture below: 

 

 Content keywords and regular expressions 

In this section you can define custom keywords and regular expressions to be used by the 

content algorithms.   
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 Regular expressions are a sequence of characters that defines a search pattern which 

is compared with individual words. Words are delimited by specific characters (space, 

-, , , /, {}, [], () ) 

For example: 

If you want to tag all documents containing the word “Invoice4343” you can easily 

create regular expression like this ( Invoice4343 ). However, if you want to tag all 

invoices, not only with number 4343, you can use the expression: ( Invoice[0-9]{4} ). 

This will tag all invoices (Invoice0000 - Invoice9999). We can also ignore upper and 

lower case. Words “INVOICE4343” and “invoice4343” can be described in regex as: 

[Ii][Nn][Vv][Oo][Ii][Cc][Ee][0-9]{4} 

 Third party classification 

In this section, it is possible to allow third party classification tools, such as MS Azure 

Information Protection. 

E-mail Control 

There are four sliders available in E-mail Control feature of Channel Control. 

These are: 

  

You can see, that the first three sliders have five possible positions of the slider: 

 First one is always “Inherit”, which means, like in the rest of the Safetica, that it gets 

the same setting as its hierarchically superior user/group/tree. 

 Second option is “Deny”, which makes the functions specified in the descriptive text 

unavailable for the users. 

 Third option is “Notify”. It means, that any user, who would do an action that is 

mentioned in the descriptive text, e.g. The user would attempt to send an 

attachment (excluding images) from Outlook for example, would get a pop-up, 

stating, that he is about to do aforementioned action and that this action will be 

logged -> This is very often detrimental enough for the user and he often chooses not 

to proceed with said action.  

 Fourth option is “Testing”. That means, if enabled, the actions will be reviewable in 

the logs, but won’t be denied/notifying the user. 

 Fifth option I “Allow”.  – Every action specified in descriptive text will be allowed. 

Last slider is different from those above. It is connected to the Safe Zone, which is explained in 

another part of this document. This slider has 3 options: 
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 Same as above 

o The setting set in categories, such as Web mail attachment upload, will apply 

 Inherit 

o The setting will be the same as that of the parent 

 Always allow 

o This setting will override the ones mentioned previously (E-mail client 

attachments, Web mail attachment upload and Sensitive data sliders]. 

However, this will apply only for e-mail domains specified in the Safe Zone. 

File Upload Control 

There are again four sliders available for this section. 

The same rules as for the previous section apply for all of the sliders in this section. 

The only difference is in a different set of functions available in this section. These are: 

 

Instant Messaging Control 

In this section, there are two available sliders.  

Both of them share the same slider proprieties as the sections mentioned above. 

The functions of this sections are highlighted on the picture below: 

 

External Devices Control 

This section again shares some similarities with the previous sections. File transfer to external 

devices has the same slider options as functions in other sections.  Also, the slider for Safe Zone 

works the same. 

However, due to the nature of Safetica content based protection, Sensitive data transfer can be 

evaluated only when copying or moving the files, that contains Sensitive data, to the external drive. 

Because of that, we have a sub-slider, which specifies what to do with the files that cannot be 

analyzed properly.  
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As you can see in the picture above, the third slider is greyed out. That is caused by the fact that the 

aforementioned situation can occur only in the case of administrator Denying File transfer containing 

sensitive data to the external drive. 

 

Always keep in mind that all the settings you do in Channel control feature, apart from the 

definition of Sensitive data and Safe Zone, is only valid for group of users/computers that you have 

selected in Users tree on the left side. Read more details in Help -> DLP ->Channel Control 

 

Advanced DLP: Secure channels 
Using Safetica DLP you can restrict the input and output channels by specifying the restrictions in File 

guard and external devices restriction in Device control. 

Restrict external devices 

Device control feature offers the ability to allow or deny the usage and access to various types of 

external devices. You can set access to USB devices, Windows portable devices, FireWire and etc.  

using the Zones feature.  

Enable device control 

To enable the device control, there are two important steps. 

1) From User tree, choose the group you want apply the settings on 

2) Choose Enable, Disable or Inherit on selected group/user. If you choose inherit, the settings 

will be same as for parent group. 

 

Device Control Settings 

Settings consist of two sections. 
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1) General settings of all ports (section Advanced settings), which will be applied to all new and 

unknown devices 

2) Settings in zones 

a. List of devices connected to workstations with client 

b. Zones created for customized settings  

 

 

General settings are made on each port separately. It defines the default behavior when an unknown 

device is connected. When you know a device, you can add it to a certain zone and set a different 

rule. If you want to add new device to Zone or edit Zone, click on Add devices or edit zones (see 

chapter DLP Zones on how to edit them). Zone settings have always higher priority than port settings. 

For example, if USB ports are disabled in the port settings but enabled for a certain zone, the use of 

USB ports will be enabled in that particular zone. 

All settings here – either in zones or in ports – have six options to choose from. 

 Inherit – settings are inherited from the parent group. 

 Deny – reading and writing on the external devices is disabled. 

 Read only – the external device can only be read from, but not written to. 

 Notify – when using an external device, the user will see a notification in the dialog box and a 

corresponding record will be created. 

 Test mode – similar behavior as the previous option Notify, but the end user is not informed 

in any way. A record is made only. This mode is intended for testing the behavior of the 

setting. 

 Allow – reading and writing on the external devices is enabled. 

More detailed info you will in Help -> DLP -> Device control 
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Restrict disk access 

Disk guard feature offers the ability to deny the access to local or cloud drivers and local or network 

paths. Attempts to access these locations can be logged also. 

Enable Disk guard 

To enable the device control, there are two important steps. 

1) Open Safetica – DLP – Disk guard 

2) From User tree, choose the group you want apply the settings on 

3) Choose Enable, Disable or Inherit on selected group/user. If you choose inherit, the settings 

will be same as for parental group. 

 

Logging settings 

At the top of the settings page is logging settings with 3 easy options: Disabled – Inherit – Enabled. 

You can find the log in the Visualization mode in the top menu. 

 

Paths 

There are four categories, which you can apply the settings on. At any location, the settings are 

always Inherit – Deny – Read only – Allow.  

 Local path – path to folders on an end station (e.g. D:\Folder\name). 

 Network path – path to folders shared over the network. You must enter the path in the 

network format (e.g. \\Shared\Folder ) 

 Drives – there is a list of letters which identifies drives. You can set access rights for each 

drive there. 

 Cloud drives – here you can specify access settings for local folders that are used by certain 

cloud services. The supported cloud services are OneDrive (Personal, Business), SharePoint, 

Google Drive, Dropbox and Box Sync. You can set up access rights for all of the supported 

cloud services or for each of them individually. This works only for cloud applications, not for 

accessing to cloud via browser. 

Always keep in mind that all the settings you do here is only valid for group of users/computers that 

you have selected in Users tree on the left side. Read more details in Help -> DLP -> Disk guard. 
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